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“Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of compassion and the God of all comfort, 

who comforts us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort those in any trouble  
with the comfort we ourselves receive from God.” 2 Cor 1:3-4 

 
During our last Community Group Leader event, we focused on digging into the CARE pillar of our Community Group 
model (GROW-SERVE-CARE). Those who attended were blessed to hear a moving testimony from one of our group 
leaders about the significant impact their group has had on each other as they have so faithfully cared for each other 
through the challenges of life over the years. I was challenged as the leader related the sacrifice, compassion, and love 
expressed by the group to others in the group dealing with loss, hardship, or grief. I was also encouraged to see the 
impact their testimony had on the event attendees as I sat next to the leader as they shared and so plainly observing 
that God was using their words to challenge their fellow leaders. Moments like these are exactly why we gather as 
leaders - to encourage & inspire each other and to celebrate the very real difference God is making within our groups. As 
a part of the event, I referenced the passage above which declares the fundamental truth that God works in our life - 
through His Word, His Spirit, His people, your group – to bring about comfort & peace to us, not just so that we can feel 
better or more hopeful about our situation, but also so that we can lift our eyes up from the challenges of our own life 
to see how we might be able to share that peace and faith to another who may be similarly going through a challenging 
day. I would encourage you to consider how God has brought about comfort to you or others in your group and then to 
see who you might be able to share that comfort with to allow God’s goodness & peace to not only be flowing into you, 
but through you. 
 
 
Another stone for the bag 
 
On my desk is a little plastic figurine of Gumby (my apologies for the ancient TV show reference – feel free to google 

Gumby if need be      ). It was given to me a long time ago as a reminder to be flexible (it has arms/legs which can be 
moved/flexed), which doesn’t always come easy to some of us, but is crucial to being a good group leader. One of the 
comments the leader made during their testimony in our last event was “it’s not always about the study, but it IS always 
about the people”. What a powerful reminder that our objective in gathering isn’t just to get through a specific 
lesson/study, but rather to allow God to lead & minister what is needed by the group at that moment (which could 
indeed be the lesson, or it could just be a time of prayer/listening/encouragement that someone needs). Be flexible! 
 

 
Notable news & dates 
 
1/22 -3/18 – Winter community group semester 

• Sermon discussion questions & Smooth Stones will continue through the semester 
3/24 – REACH Marketplace & Auction (6:30-9p) 

• So many community groups graciously donated beautiful baskets, creative experiences (stays at a hotel, 
vouchers for a dinner out, sailing certificates…), or wonderful items to last year’s auction, and I would encourage 
you to participate again this year! Please let me know what idea(s) you have for a donation from your group and 
then be sure to drop that off on a Sunday prior to March 12th (donation deadline). Thanks!! 

• Please plan to attend the auction – tickets are available online now or in the lobby from 2/26 to 3/19! 
 

What you do is so vitally important - thank you for your faithful service to Jesus and the shepherding of your group!

 

https://victoryhighway.churchcenter.com/registrations/events/1608225

